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IMAGES, APPARATUS, ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

The present invention relates to an imaging method and an apparatus for

performing same. In particular, it relates to a new method for making a type of image of

the living mammalian body such as of a human. The resultant image is hereinafter referred

to as a neurogram or image neurogram and which shows the pattern of the peripheral,

autonomic or cranial nerve tree so that it stands out in isolation from other structures.

Additionally, the method and apparatus can produce an entirely novel kind of brain image,

termed a eNS neurogram, in which a selected neural tract of interest can be effectively

traced and so made to stand out in isolation from other neural tracts.

Although many techniques have been developed for showing distinctive images of

the brain, spinal cord, and spinal roots within the spinal canal, hitherto there has not been

a successful method for creating images of the peripheral, autonomic, and cranial nerves as

they pass among bones, muscles, lymphatics, tendons, ligaments, intermuscular septa,

collections of fatty tissues, air or fluid spaces, veins, arteries, joints, skin, mucous

membranes and other tissues or of cancelling the image signal of these various non-neural

tissues in order to appear to enhance the nerve in such a way as to permit neurographic

images. The peripheral, autonomic, and cranial nerves are relatively small compared to

many other bodily tissues, and they often travel in bundles near other structures of

comparable size and shape.

The lack of a suitable method for creating a distinct image of the nerves in a living

mammal or human has been a great hindrance to physicians, surgeons, athletic trainers,

and pain treatment specialists. Such a neurogram would also be of great advantage to

designers of ergonomic furniture & high gravity air or space craft seats, specialized body

suits. boots, and various kinds of electronic or electric medical equipment which can be

best used when the positions of nerves can be precisely located in advance.

Although many nerves travel along straight and simple courses, there are very

complex nerve arrangements such as the brachial plexus, lumbar plexus, or sacral plexus

where bundles of nerves collect together, separate, rejoin, intermix, and resegregate in such

a way as to create a very intricate three dimensional pattern. A compression or irritation of

a small area or nerve within such a plexus (e.g. in the shoulder) can cause pain,
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numbness, weakness or paralysis at some distant site (e.g. in one finger). Even when a

surgeon attempts to expose and examine the brachial plexus for direct inspection, the

anatomic complexity can prove overwhelming, rendering surgery in this area to be

extremely difficult and dangerous.

Co-pending PCT Patent Application No. rcr EP 91/01780 (WO 92/04916)

describes a method which attempts to make nerves stand out in images by the means of

administering pharmaceutical agents which give the nerves special imaging properties.

These pharmaceuticals are two-part agents which gain entry into and are transported within

nerves where the second part of the agent has an imageable property.

If the second part of the molecule has elements with high nuclear density, then it

may tend to increase the contrast of the nerve upon X-ray or Computed Tomography (CT)

examination.

If the second part has a radioactive (e.g. positron emitting) element, then the nerve

may he visible upon Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scanning, or if the second part'

has a magnetically active component, then the signal of the nerve may be changed upon

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). These agents are injected into muscle and thereby

used selectively to alter the imaging characteristics of the nerve supplying that muscle.

The main limitation with these intraneural pharmaceutical agents is that they can

generally be used only to image a single nerve or nerve group. The ferrite MRI agents for

nerve imaging actually gain their effect by blacking out the nerve in the image. Since

nerves arc difficult to sec in current types of MRI images, the action of these MRI nerve

. imaging agents can be difficult to interpret.

The present disclosure relates to a new method, which quite remarkably, is

capable of generating a three dimensional image of an individual patient's nerves and nerve

plexuses. The image can be acquired non-invasively and rapidly by a magnetic resonance

scanner. These images are acquired in such a way that some embodiments of the invention

arc able to make all other structures in the body including bone, fat, skin, muscle, blood,

and connective tissues seem to tend to disappear so that only the nerve tree remains to be

seen. A plurality of the nerves passing through a given imaged region may be observed

simultaneously thus alleviating any ambiguity of nerve identification which might arise

were only a single nerve imaged as with some contrast agent techniques.
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The invention is based on the discovery of a method of collecting a data set of

spatial coordinates which describes the positions of the nerves within any two dimensional

cross section of a living mammal or within any three dimensional data acquisition space.

There exist a large number of pulse sequences capable 'of controlling or operating a

magnetic resonance imaging apparatus and each of which accomplishes some preffered

image optimization. Previously, however, no simple (single) or complex (double or

multiple) pulse sequence bas been able to increase the relative signal intensity of nerve so

that it is brighter than all other tissues in the body or limb cross section. Surprisingly, the

inventors have discovered that there are certain novel ways of assembling complex pulse

sequences wherein. even though the simple components of the sequence decrease the signal

to noise ratio of nerve or decrease the signal strength of nerve relative to other tissues. the

fully assembled complex sequence actually results in the nerve signal being more intense

than any other tissue. In this fashion. the image conspicuity of nerve is greatly increased.

Thus. a first aspect of the present invention provides a method of selectively

imaging neural tissue of a subject without requiring use of intraneural contrast agents, the

method comprising subjecting part of the subject anatomy to magnetic resonance imaging

l'ields, detecting magnetic resonance and producing an image of neural tissue from said

electronic signal so that in said image, a nerve, root or neural tract of interest can be

visually differentiated from surrounding structures.

It is important to realise that although previously, it has sometimes been possible to

make a nerve stand out from immediately surrounding structures, it is the unique, very

useful, and novel ability to make the nerve stand out from all other structures which is a

signi ficant advantage of the present invention. This is an important distinction in the area

or J-dimensional reconstruction since the use of gray-level gradient shading and surface

rendering is difficult when applied to very small structures such as some nerves. By

reducing all other structures below the intensity of nerve as described hereinbelow, it

becomes possible to employ, among other techniques, simple threshold algorithms and.

irnportaruly, maximum in~nsity projection to achieve good quality ' 3D rendering for

structures close in size to a single image voxel in the course of applying ray ~ling or other

2D or 3D projection methods.

Where all non-nerve tissue can be reduced to relatively very low intensity, or indeed

be caused to disappear entirely from ihe image it becomes readily possible to program a
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computer to identify the nerve locations in the anatomical structure and to correctly trace the

course of the nerves between 20 image planes or through a 3D acquisition volume. The

anility to correctly trace the course or a nerve through its anatomical relations and over the

course of its various divisions and ramifications is a significanr aspect of the invention.

This is because a .20 image may demonstrate various bright dots representing the cross

section of nerves. However, with other anatomical information deleted, it is often important

In be able to reconstruct the nerve tree in order to correctly identify precisely which nerve is

which in any given 20 section, 20 projection. 3D projection, rendering or perspective

display. whether or not that display is susceptible 10 rotation on the computer screen 10 aid

the user of the image.

Preferably, the image selectivity for nerves is provided by discriminating

properties of water diffusion anisotropy or of proton fast exchange rates or of T 1 but

npiirnallyT2 relaxation rates as will be described in more detail hereinbelow.

A second aspect of the present invention provides a method of selectively imaging

neural tissue of a subject, the method comprising subjecting part of the subject anatomy LO

magnetic resonance imaging fields adapted to discriminate anisotropy of water diffusion or

other special characteristic of neural tissue, detecting magnetic resonance to produce an

electronic signal in accordance with said resonance and producing an image of neural

tissue lrorn said electronic signals.

Preferably, the imaged neural tissue constitutes the main, or even the only, structure

visible. The imaged neural tissue may be selected and physically aligned tracts of neural

tissue.

Neurographic imaging effected in accordance with the present invention utilises a

~I or special pulse sequence and program instructions to control the electronic equipment

or <in MRl scanner. For the imaging of fine nerve branches, the pulse sequences can be

aided by [he use of special signal and imaging coils placed near Or around the portion of

the body of greatest interest, This does not require the administration of any

pharmaceutical agent. Indeed, since neurographic imaging makes nerves appear bright and

isolated in an image, it then becomes far more informative to selectively black out one of

the nerves by means of administering an intraneural pharmaceutical contrast agent,
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Thus image neurography can be viewed as a way of effecting a process which

rapidly produces an image of an entirely new kind, wherein that image can he examined for

its anatomical information content, and wherein that image can be manipulated by the

administration of pharmaceutical agents such as intraneural contrast agents or intravenously

administered contrast agents or other types of contrast agents which have effects upon

magnetic resonance signals.

The aforementioned intraneural nerve imaging pharmaceutical agents were

designed to help in the diagnosis of nerve compressions and nerve compressions and

nerve injuries. it was not anticipated that the nerves could be seen in relative isolation

without administering any pharmaceutical. Indeed, users of sueh agents have acutely

appreciated the need for some imaging technique which would synergistically render the

effects of the intraneural agents into much more useful form, although neurography per se

had not been appreciated as the solution to this problem, nor had any proposal to attempt

to accomplish branching image neurography been made.

The fine spatial resolution required for creating detailed images of peripheral

nerves, including their small distal ramifications and divisions, is well within the physical

range of current clinical magnetic resonance imaging instruments, particularly when

specially designed local signal and imaging coils are used.

The inventors have discovered that there are various different sets of pulse

sequences and combinations of pulse sequences which can be used to unambiguously

distinguish small nerves from neighbouring structures of similar shape and location. This

includes the combination of some existing sequences into new groupings for use in new

situations as well as the design of new sequences which incorporate optimized features for

the purpose of neurographic imaging.

The ideal 'neurographic image' is analogous to a subtraction angiogram (an image

showing only blood vessels), but sharply highlights a nerve rather than a vessel. Such an

image is most useful for confirming the identification of nerves in a given imaging plane or

space as well as for locating nerve injuries and nerve compressions. Despite the well

known existence of angiograms showing the entire vascular pattern in an anatomic regions.

and despite the existence for many years of various magnetic resonance techniques which

could have been applied to the creation of neurograrns, and despite the lack of any feasible
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method for visualizing nerves in isolation, there has not previously been any way of

creating neurograms,

An important obstacle to the invention of neurograms has been the difficulty of

knowing with assurance that a given structure in an image plane actually is a nerve as

opposed to some other structure similar in shape and location. The inventors have solved

this problem by discovering a set of pulse sequences which can unambiguously prove that

a given structure in an image is indeed a nerve. Using this tool, it was then possible to

discover other simpler pulse sequences which achieved the same image result when applied

to the same subject in the same scanner during an imaging session. In this fashion," by first

confirming the nerve images, and by then using the firm data to cross eheck the'results of

other techniques useful for various reasons, it was possible to build up a collection of

techniques capable of application for practicing the invention, e.g, for producing image

neurograms with a magnetic resonance scanner.

The inventors have carried out experiments in which they tested imaging

techniques which enabled them to selectively delete the signal from non-neuralstructures

and also evaluated techniques which permitted relative enhancement of the image signal

from nerve, One discovery was that neurographic imaging could be greatly aided by

taking special advantage of the "anisotropic water diffusion" which is known to take place

in muscle, in the central nervous system and in peripheral nerves. Stated simply, water

diffusion occurs preferentially along the axial length of nerves, more than radially across

the nerve tissue. This directional preference for diffusion may be detected by magnetic

resonance imaging, more especially by proton nmr imaging. However, nmr utilising other

magnetic resonance. susceptible nuclei may also be used, e.g. 19f1uorine, 13carbon,

31phosphorus, deuterium or 23sodium.

"For a preliminary enhancement of the image of the nerves, it is preferable to apply

a process to eliminate non-neural signals during the magnetic resonance imaging.. for

example by suppression of resonance signals from fat. Fat suppression may for example

be effected by chemical shift selection or by selective water stimulation. Other means to

achieve fat suppression include the Dixon technique and also STIR (short tau inversion

recovery) which can be used for neurography.

The inventors have demonstrated that, under ideal image collection and pulse

sequence circumstances, the diffusion coefficient of anisotropy in peripheral nerve is
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greater than that in muscle, and that it was possible to collect appropriate di [fusion

weighted images after preliminary fat suppression in such a way as to generate image

neurograrns or to reliably identify nerves.

In the imaging method according to the present invention, it is preferred that

magnetic diffusion weighted field gradients are applied in at least two different directions

and the signals from rhe respective resultant resonances are subtracted to produce said

discrimination of water diffusion anisotropy. Most preferably, the magnetic field gradients

'an: applied in mutually substantially orthogonal directions.

It is also possible in many anatomical regions to achieve adequate enhanced

isolation of the nerve image by applying only a single diffusion gradient perpendicular to

the long axis of the nerve at the site of interest. When this is adequate, then no subtraction

need he carried out to produce the neurogram. The fat suppressed orthogonally diffusion

weighted image can either be processed directly, or it can be subject to threshold processing

which will remove signals of lower intensity from non-neural tissue or from nerves with

different long axis and direction of travel at the imaging location.

Similarly, in some regions of interest, it is possible to achieve adequate enhanced

isolation of the nerve image by use of a spin echo fat suppression technique with a long TE

(echo time) between 50 and 100 milliseconds (see figure 14). This is is because after fat

suppression, the dominant signal to suppress is from muscle. Since the T2 of muscle is

approximately 27 milliseconds while the T2 of peripheral nerve is approximately 55

milliseconds (both as measured by the inventors) there is a factor of two difference between

. the two types of tissue. The inventors have used this technique at 1.9'Tesla to produce

images or one of the inventor's wrists in which nerves are brighter than any other structure

in the image and which images are therefore susceptible for use in constructing

ncurograrns.

Ye; another means of accomplishing the secondary nerve enhancement is by means

or a magnetisation transfer pulse sequence after the fat suppression. Because of the

relatively slow rate of exchange between the off-resonance relatively stationary protons in

myelin sheath and the on-resonance mobile protons ofaxoplasmic water, there is a

differential sensitivity between nerve and muscle when magnelisation transfer is applied.
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Still another means 01' practicing neurography is by optimizing sequences to he

sensitive to the slow coherent now of the endoneurial tluid. This provides a unique signal

because of its proximal to distal direction of flow and because of its slow rate which can be

monitored by techniques originally developed to distinguish diffusion from perfusion,

including velocity compensation by first order gradient nulling as well as others, which

detect now and can be optimized for very slow directional now rates.

The present invention also includes a method of diagnosis or physiological

investigation comprising application to a part of the subject anatomy of an imaging method

according to the present invention as hereinbefore described.

Various diagnostic applications of the method of the present invention may be

better understood with reference to Figure 1 of the accompanying drawings, which shows

a sectional view through a vertebra. The structures and conditions illustrated are denoted

by the following reference nurnerals.-

9. Herniated Disc

10. Compressed Root

11. Spinous Process

12. Anulus Fibrosus

13. Nucleus Pulposus

14. Autonomic Ganglion

15. Ventral Root

16. Ventral Ramus

17. Transverse Process

18. Dorsal Ramus

19. Dorsal Root Ganglion

20. Facet

21. Dorsal Root

22. Extradural Fat

23. Root in Cauda Equina

24. Dural Sac

25. Cerebrospinal Fluid within

Dural Sac.

. In this diagram, the two features of interest are the left spinal root (10) and the left

ventral root which are both in risk of compression from the herniating disc (9). Both nerves

arc travelling through fat (22) but are surrounded by bone (which could impair observation

by an X-ray based technique) and are near the strong water signal of disc and of

cerebrospinal fluid in the dural sac (25) and other inflamed tissue (which often diminishes

image resolution and quality in generally used magnetic resonance techniques).

The structures of diagnostic interest (10 and 15) are small relative to the large

number of other anatomic structures nearby. Also note that (10) and (15) arc nearly
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perpcnd icular to each other. This very common imaging problem could now be approached

by applying fat suppression, then selecting orientations for pulsed diffusion gradients

which enhanced either the spinal root (10) or the ventral root (15) so that each could be

clearly seen in a given image and carefully examined for evidence of compression or

intlarnmation.

Other diagnostic applications include the following:-

1• Demonstrating the anatomy of peripheraI,cranial, and autonomic nerves and

nerve plexuses.

2. Demonstrating the anatomy of spinal roots, particularly, cervical, thoracic or

lumbar spinal roots where they pass through fat at the foramina through

which they exit the spinal canal.

3. . Demonstrating the anatomy of spinal roots within the lumbar canal where

they pass through quantities of extradural fat.

4. Examining cranial nerves for compressions by vessels or other structures

which could cause trigeminal neuralgia (Vth nerve), hemifacial spasm or

Bell's palsy (Vllth nerve), essential hypertension (Xth nerve) .or other

cranial nerve syndromes.

5. Demonstrating nerve, plexus or root compressions or mjunes where

abnormal changes in the direction, position, or other diffusional properties

are caused by an injurious process, such as nerve transection, demyelinating

diseases, peripheral neuropathies and crush injuries. These concerns apply

similarly to monitoring the regrowth of nerves.

6. Exploring the location of tumours or other masses within the spinal cord

where it is useful to know the position of cortico-spinal motor tracts or other

functional white matter long tracts relative to some abnormality.

7. Demonstrating the anatomy of the optic nerve, an extension of the brain,

where it passes through the peri-orbital fat other fat on its route to the retina.
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R Tract tracing within the brain in order ro provide useful images for study by

radiologists. surgeons or physicians. In part icular, for identification of the

location of areas of 'eloquent cortex ' such as the motor strip, or speech

related areas. This method involves the spatial" identification of relevant
;

areasof the thalamus or internal capsule and then following projecting tracts

to the area of interest on [he cortical surface, or identify regions of interest

by reference to their connections with other areas on the cortical surface.

9. Tracing of nerves as they pass through tumours of low diffusional

anisotropy. Such as the passage of rhe VTItb nerve through an acoustic

neuroma in order to permit a surgeon 10 know the location of the nerve in or

near the tumour and so to have the ability 10 avoid the nerve during surgery

on the tumour.

10. Application of diffusion anisotropy imaging for the evaluation of diffuse

axonal injury, as may occur in bead injury.

This invention can also be used to improve a number of different treatments of the

human body . In one aspect, the production of neurographic images for pub lication in an

anatomica l atlas can provide general guidance for a surgeon. Comparable images of the

patient will rapidly identify any anomalous nerve courses in a patient who is meant to

undergo surgery tor some condition. In this fashion, the surgeon can modify his technique

In reduce the risk of injury to nerves which happen to be in the field of surgery. Similarly.

a neurographic map of an individual patient's skin and cutaneous nerves will help the

surgeon to plan incisions which avoid the very common .complication , of accidental

transection ofcutaneous nerves in the course of routine surgical incision to reach structures

below the skin.

A most important example of this concerns the recurrent laryngeal nerve. In any

surgery in the neck, such as a carotid endarterectomy to remove stroke producing plaque

lrorn the internal carotid artery, or an anterior cervical discectomy to relieve a cervical root

compression" or an operation for cancer in the neck. or other neck .surgeries, one of the

most common complications is accidental crush or transection of the recurrent laryngeal

nerve which results in possibly permanent paralysis of one or both -sets of vocal cords.

Opurnally. a pre-operative neurographic image could demonstrate the course of the
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recurrent laryngeal nerve so that the surgeon could more effectively avoid it, or more easily

identify and protect it during surgery.

In a further aspect, the neurographic image can be collected in conjunction with

other tissue selective images to assemble a three dimensional image with various identified

components. The inventors have collected an image with nerve enhancement, then modified

conditions to enhance the blood vessels. This shows the physical relation between the

nerves and vessels at various locations which is again very helpful for guiding a surgeon in

the treatment of nerves, the treatment of vessels or in the treatment of other structures near

the nerves and vessels.

Similarly, an image can be produced in which the fat component is selectively

demonstrated and remaining tissues suppressed. This emphasises the appearance of skin,

adipose collections, and also of bone (in many locations) due to the presence of marrow

(see figure 8). When such an image is collected, assigned a color, then shown transparently

in the same three dimensional image construction as the neurogram, useful information is

provided on the relation between nerves and bones. This is most important in the evaluation

of hone fractures and in the planning of their treatment Similar considerations apply in the

planning and carrying out of treatment of injuries to joints.

In yet another aspect, thus, the invention can be viewed as a novel and fundamental

advance which makes possible the construction of various automated surgical guidance and

surgical treatment systems. In one embodiment, e.g. the patient's arm is placed in a simpleia
i

splint across one joint wherein the splint carries certain fiduciary markers of e.g. small

water filled beads. An image neurogram is then collected and a computer program generates

numerical coordinates which describe the position of the nerves along their courses with

reference to the three dimensional location of the fiduciary markers in the splint. An

additional fat selective image to show bones may be then be taken, or the patient may be

brought to a cr scanner for preparation of a bone image while wearing the same splint, but

with reference to cr X-ray visible fiduciary markers such as chalk or iodine solution.

To carry out the neurogram guided surgery, a device is attached to the splint which

may comprise an electronically monitored articulated arm system or a rigid coordinate based

positioning system, or even a laser based position system. At this point, the treatment

proceeds either by direct reference to a listing of the spatial coordinates of the nerve relative

to the splint, or, preferably, under direct guidance of a computer based system. The
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computer is able to match the position of the articulated arm or laser focus or other

positioning system lO its internal image of the spatial location of the nerves or other

structures. A three dimensional on-screen image may he generated which shows the course

or the nerves and the position of the end of the articulated arm.

By analogy. such a neurogram guided treatment system can be used with fiduciary

markers on the head or face in relation 10 nerves of facial sensation or movement, or can be

used in relation to the iliac crests and lumbar vertebral spinous processes to locate lumbar

nerve roots, The use of such a technique in the spine will be most helpful for reducing one

or~hc most common complications of cervical, thoracic or lumbar spine surgery which is

the problem of doing a good operation but at the wrong level, e.g. inadvertently

decompressing the lumbar 3/4 root when the symp~omalic compressio~ was actually at tbe

lumbar 4/5 root. For spine work. the original image can be collected with a strip of

liduciary markers taped to the back and marked on the skin with a marker to allow location

hy the guidance device at the time of surgery.

Still another aspect of this neurogram directed positioning system includes the usc'

of a stylus tip at the and of a robotic arm in which the stylus can detect electrical activity of

nerves. Currently, there are surface detectors of electrical fields and also magnetic detectors

of nerve activity and these are positioned manually based on general knowledge of standard

anatomy. In the method of the invention. the computer driven stylus carries an electrical or

magnetic sensor for nerve activity, however the detector can be precisely positioned relative

to a variety or useful nerve locations by interactive use of the three dimensionally

referenced neurogram data.

The first aspect of the invention also provides an apparatus for selectively imaging

neural tissue of a subject without requiring the use of neural contrast agents, the apparatus

comprising means for subjecting partof the subject anatomy to magnetic resonance fields,

means for detecting magnetic resonance to produce an electronic signal in accordance with

said resonance and means for producing an image of neural tissue from said electronic

signal so that in said image, a nerve root or neural tract of interest can be visually

differentiated from surrounding structures,

The second aspect-of the present invention also finds expression as an apparatus

lor imaging neural I issue of a subject. the apparatus comprising means for subjecting part

of the subject anatomy 10 magnetic resonance fields adapted 10 discriminate anisotropy of
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water diffusion, means for detecting magnetic resonance to produce an electronic signal in

accordance with said resonance and means for producing a selective image of neural tissue

nf interest from said electronic signal.

Preferably, any apparatus according to the invention also comprises a coil for

application of a radiofrequency field to said anatomy part and/or for detection of a

resonance signal, wherein said coil is configured and dimensioned to fit closely over said

anatomical part.

Conveniently, the coil is a solenoid coil or surface coil and is configured and

dimensioned to fit closely over a human limb, shoulder, chest, pelvic region, head, neck

or back.

In principle, selective imaging of part of any other object or subject may be

effected using magnetic resonance if that subject or object exhibits diffusion anisotropy in

any part thereof. Thus, in medicine, for example a part of the cardiovascular system could

he imaged in similar fashion. However, the technique could also be applied to rock strata,

plants etc if diffusion anisotropy occurs in same.

Thus a third aspect of the present invention provides a method of selective

imaging, the method comprising observing diffusion anisotropy.

The third aspect of the invention also provides a magnetic resonance apparatus for

selective imaging, said apparatus heing adapted to discriminate diffusion anisotropy.

The present invention will now be explained in more detail by the following

description of a preferred embodiment and with reference to the accompanying drawings,

in which.-

Figure 1 shows a section through the lumbar spinal canal and a lumbar vertebra

with a herniated disc to indicate the size and location of the nerves and their surrounding

structures:

Figure 2 shows a magnetic resonance imaging apparatus for use in accordance

with the present invention:
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Figure 3 shows an example of pulse sequencing for operating the apparatus

shown in Figure 1;

Figure 4 shows a diagram of a transverse section of the upper fore-arm of a rabhit

based on the fat suppressed image shown in Figure 5. 201) triceps muscle, 202) ulnar

nerve. 203) brachial veins, 204) median nerve, 205) radial nerve, 206) humerus, 207)

cephalic vein, 208) biceps muscle;

Figure 5 shows a fat suppressed image in which hlack represents highest intensity

of resonance signal;

Figure 6 .shows the effect of application of a perpendicular pulsed gradient

renders the nerves as the highest intensity features in the image; and

Figure 7 shows the effect whereby reorienting the gradient parallel to the long

axis of the nerve has a relatively greater effect in reducing the nerve signal than that of the

muscle.

Figure 8 shows the difficulty of unambiguously identifying a nerve in a standard

spin echo image or even in an image using STIR fat suppression alone.

Median nerve contrast study by solenoid coil MRI. All images are

from a single slice of rabbit upper arm. Images B & C are spin echo

studies. Note that the marrow (3) appears shifted out of the humerus by

chemical shift effects. Similar shifts are seen at (4), and serve at (5) to

leave two bright structures in a gap between triceps and biceps. Image A

is collected with a STIR (short tau inversion recovery) sequence which

reduces the marrow signal, and also helps identify structure (1) as a nerve

while structure (2) disappears.

Based on this identification, the nerve (Ia) is compared to non

neural structure (2a) and is seen to lose intensity in the six hour interval

between images Band C reflecting transport of a WGA-ferrite contrast

agent injected into forearm muscles.
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Figure 9 shows the effects of increasing gradient strengths in a CHESS image with

the use of threshold detection to yield an unambiguous localization of the nerves.

The images show a single image slice of the upper arm of a rabbit.

The four images were acquired by a single interleaved sequence using a

three turn solenoid coil in a 4.7 T SISCO instrument. Fat suppression is

by CHESS and the diffusion weighted gradient is applied perpendicular to

the long axis of the arm. At Grad = 0 Gauss/em, fat, bone, marrow, skin,

and vessels are already removed from the image. A" gradient strength is

increased above 5 G/cm, the muscle signal begins to fade and at 7 G/cm

ligaments, lymphatics and other remaining structures also drop out leaving

only the nerves as bright objects. At the top of each image is a signal

intensity trace along a horizontal line through the radial nerve.

U = ulnar nerve, Me = Median nerve, Mu = musculocutaneous

nerve, R = radial nerve, tr = position of trace line.

Figure 10 shows a computer engaged in neurogram display and control of an

articulated or robotic stylus. 10.01 is the image of the articulated arm, 10.02 is an image of

an arm bone, and 10.03 is a three dimensional image of a nerve in the arm. Movement of

the stylus by the surgeon permits the computer to display the position of the stylus in

relation to a stored image of the patient's anatomy. Alternately, the computer can be used to

guide a computer operator in remote control of the stylus.

Figure 11 shows the use of the neurogram guided system in an operating room.

I 1.0I is the stylus device and includes a unit which monitors the location of the tip of the

stylus as well as monitors connected to the arm splint. The tip of the stylus can be used as a

pointer only, or can have a surgical laser or similar therapeutic device, or can carry a

magnetic detector of nerve activity for monitoring nerve function at precise locations. 11.02

is the patient on the surgical table. 11.03 is the locational splint - it is scanned while on the

patient's arm prior to surgery and its fiduciary markers are used to create a three

dimensional coordinate system defining the location of the patient's nerves relative to the

splint. In the figure, the splint is reapplied in the operating room and then connected to the

stylus device to' provide the link with the computer's model of the three dimensional space.
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Figure 2 shows an example magnetic resonance imaging apparatus 101 suitable for

use in the present invention. It comprises a magnet t03 and a tuned radiofrequency (rf) coil

lOS lor excitation of the nucleus and detection of the required signal (separate transmit and

receive coils may also he used). This coil is placed over a limb 107 under investigation.

One pair of a set 109, 111 or three pairs of coils used to generate a magnetic field

gradient over the sample region. A computer 113 is used to control and synchronise the

necessary electronic devices of the MRI and process to display the acquired data. An

interface bus I 15 is arranged between the computer and the electronic devices. A device

I 17 is used to generate the required radiofrequency pulse shapes. Another device 119 is

used to generate the required gradient pulse shapes.

The device 117 is connected to a high power radiofrequency amplifier 121 [or the

rlpulses. Another amplifier 123 (one of three) is connected to the device 119 and has an

output arranged to drive the gradient coils.

A duplexer 125 is arranged to steer the high power rf pulses from amplifier 121 to

the coil 105 and steer the very low signals received by the coil to a preamplifier 127 for

the received NMR signals. A mixer 129 is connected to the preamplifier to transform the

high frequency nmr signals to low frequency signals by mixing with signals from a

digitally controlled rf oscillator 131. The output of the mixer is connected to an analogue

to-digital converter 133 via a low pass filter 135.

Operation of the apparatus shown in Figure 2 to perform an imaging method

according to the present invention may be understood better from the pulse sequences

illustrated, by way of example only, in Figure 3.

-Frequency selective pulses A,B and C selectively excite the nuclear spins of the

fat molecules and the gradient pulses a, b, and c (along axes X,Y and Z respectively)

dephase these spins thereby minimising the contribution of the fat signals to the final

image. This is the known fat suppression technique using CHESS (Chemical Shift

Selective) pulses.

Aspin echo signal F, is generated by the combination of the radio-frequency

excitation pulse 0 and rcfocussing pulse E. The pulsed gradients d to g are the imaging

gradients used to encode the signal F in the usual manner such that an MRI image may he
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constructed. The sequence may he used to generate images from contiguous slices of the

sample/patient under investigation.

The echo signal F, and therefore the pixel intensity in the constructed image is

made sensitive to the spatial diffusion of the water molecules by the addition of the pulsed

gradients hand h' known as the "diffusion sensitizing gradients". Spatial anisotropy in

the molecular diffusion is determined by comparing two or more images acquired with the

diffusion sensitizing gradients oriented along different axes. The images are ohtained in

such a way to minimise motion artefacts by acquiring the data for the different diffusion

sensitizing gradients in an interleaved manner.

In the case of a major axis of known diffusion anisotropy (e.g, a nerve tract) a

simple 'image neurogram'. may he generated by simply subtracting the appropriately scaled

image obtained with the diffusion sensitizing gradient oriented parallel to the nerve tracts

from a scaled image obtained with the diffusion sensitizing gradient oriented perpendicular

to the nerve tracts.

If the major axis of diffusional anisotropy is not known, a plurality of images are

acquired with different orientations of the diffusion sensitizing gradients. The image data

can then be processed to give a parameter associated with each pixel (or voxel in a 3D data

set) which is a measure of the diffusional anisotropy at that point reflecting hoth magnitude

and direction.

The method used in this embodiment first carries out the fat suppression technique

which maintains excellent image resolution, or uses a sequence which selectively excites

only the water signal so that fat does not contribute to the final image and then, within the

same pulse sequence, optionally includes an oriented pulsed gradient for selective

incorporation of information from diffusion anisotropy.

The various parts of the pulse sequence are selected so as to optimally destroy as

many other signals as possible other than that of nerve as shown in Figure 6. Then,

optionally, a second sequence is carried out which selectively destroys the nerve signal as

by for instance, rotating the diffusion gradient orientation to be parallel rather than

perpendicular to the nerve as shown in Figure 7.
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The effect of these manoeuvres is to produce two images, the first of which

shows up the nerve relatively brightly, and the second of which selectively destroys the

nerve signal. When these two penultimate images are then mathematically or

photographically, or optically subtracted from one another, and optionally divided by the

signal information from a fat suppressed T2 weighted spin echo sequence (e.g. using the

aforementioned CHESS technique), the result is one example of a neurogram (see figure

15). Optimally, the non-neural tissues are carefully balanced in intensity before undertaking

the subtraction.

An alternative approach would be to use pulsed gradients oriented in each of a

plurality of or into specially created axes suitable to the imaging task. In this fashion, it is

possible to determine a parameter which characterised the diffusion coefficient anisotropy

for each voxel in the image, including both magnitude and direction. This parameter can

be rendered to produce a neurographic image for good image registration.

To optimize the technique where data processing requires the manipulation of the

image data on a point by point basis between a plurality of image data sets, the image

sequence can be modified to interleave the different sequences and so to minimise any

motion artefact which could degrade the accuracy of the final image when. the different

sequences are coJlected at times separated by several minutes. Furthermore the image

sequence can be synchronised to respiration or to the heartbeat to additionally reduce the

effects of motion. It is also possible to carry out the signal acquisition using a so called

"three dimensional" imaging sequences processed by using a 3D Fourier transform.

Images were obtained with a 4.7 Tesla, 33cm bore SISCO system fitted with a 10 I

Gauss/em high performance auxiliary gradient insert (12 em inner bore). A three-turn

solenoid coil (2.5 em in length and 3cm in diameter) was placed around the upper portion'

of the' forelimb of 2 - 2.5 kg rabbits. The animals were maintained under balanced

continuous intravenous infusion of an anaesthetic mixture containing 1 mg of medazolam, .

1.5 mg of fluanisone and 50 ug of fentanyl per ml at rates of 4 to 10 ml/hr to achieve a I

deep anaesthesia minimising motion artefacts from respiration.

A specially modified multislice spin echo imaging sequence (TE=40 rns, TR= I

sec) was adjusted to provide fat suppression (CHESS) and to accommodate diffusion

weighting of images. This set of modifications allows operator control of the strength or

the gradients and allows various strengths and orientations to be inserted into 'slots' or
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reserved times within the common base sequence. After an initial image with fat

suppression only, there is next collected one image with diffusion gradients perpendicular

to the image plane and then one image with diffusion gradients parallel to the image plane.

The CHESS sequence consisted of a 3 millisecond (ms) gaussian pulse for

selective excitation of fat followed by a 5 Gauss/em dephasing gradient or 3 ms duration

performed 3 times with orthogonal gradients prior to each spin echo sequence. For

diffusion weighting, pulsed gradients of strength Gi= 10 Gzcrn, duration (j=7 rns, and

separation ,1=20 ms, were symmetrically placed about the 1800 pulse. Transverse images

(nerves primarily orthogonal to image plane) with slice thickness of 2 mm were obtained

for a 4 cm field of view with 256 phase encoding steps. Image data was zero filled to 512

points to give 78!-!m in plane resolution.

Simple spin echo images'of limb anatomy proved inadequate for definitive

identification of peripheral nerves because the nerves are typically surrounded by the high

intensity signal from fat deposits in the intermuscular spaces. Further, there are a variety

of structures similar to nerve in size and shape which follow similar routes.

However, it was found that the fat surrounding nerves is actually beneficial for

nerve identification, because in a fat suppressed image, a relatively high intensity nerve

signal stands out sharply within the very low intensity space left behind by the suppressed

fat signal as shown in Figure 5...
~ Under these conditions the phenomenon of diffusion anisotropy was applied to the

problem of nerve image enhancement and shown to be exceedingly effective (see Figure 4

In 7). Apparent diffusion coefficients perpendicular and parallel (D1., D I ! ) were calculated

from average pixel intensity measurements over the region of interest (ROI) from each of

the three different images in a given set. Calculation employed the formula (Intensity =

A<J.cxPI-TE/T2l.exp[-blf], attenuation factor b=y2Gi2(j2[,1-(j/3J =61.9 103 sec/cm-).
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Apparent Diffusion Coefficients (lQ-5 cm 2/St:C)

Muscle Median
Nerve

D.l 1.2 0.98
DI I 1.8 2.3

°1110.1. l.5 2.35

This example demonstrates ihs: fat suppression by CHESS enhances the

visualization or peripheral nerves so that when different diffusion gradient orientations are

incorporated in secondary segments of the imaging pulse sequence, the ultimate yield is a

t'Cjr larger relative change in' iruensity in Ihe nerve signal tnan in muscle.

This intensity change then provides the basis for an image subtraction technique 10

achieve relative nerve image enhancement. The various subtracted or divided nerve

images are then assembled mathematically by routine reconsirucrion techniques into a three

dimensional image. Thus the objective of assembling three dimensional neurograms is

conveniently achieved.

To follow nerves or eNS neural tracts it is important to provide a technique which

is not limited to use in strictly orthogonal planes. As a nerve or neural tract curves or turns,

the: direction in which the diffusion anisotropy coefficient is greatest will gradually shift

from one plane or axis to another. It may therefore be helpful 10 provide an algorithm

. which can combine information from anisotropy measurements in three orthogonal axes in

order 1.0 observe the diffusion anisotropy independent of its degree of alignment with any

individual axis.

In this example. a vector analysis is used 10 obtain images which combine

information from the three orthogonal diffusion-weighted images. Brain scans were made

01" monkeys (Macacafascicutarisv weigbing 2-2.5 kg by performing diffusion imaging

(spin-echo) on a General Electric CSI [J lmager/Spectrorneier (2 Tesla, equipped with

actively shielded gradients). The acquisition parameters were: TR ·1000 rns: TE 80 ms;

diffusion gradient duration 20 rns: diffusion gradient separation 40 ms: and lour slices of

thickness 4mrn were imaged'. At each imaging session. four multi-slice sets were acquired:

zero diffusion gradient (80) and diffusion gradients in (he X (BX), Y (BY), and Z (BZ)
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orthogonal directions at 5 Gauss/em. Conventional T2-weighted images (8 slices) were

used to reproducibly select the diffusion image planes.

The image intensities from the diffusion images were used to create new images,

calculated on a pixel by pixel basis, using the following vector equations:

(1) (Vector lcngth)2 = BX2 + By2 + BZl

(2) diffusion vector angle between BX and BY = arctan (BY/BX)

(3) diffusion vector angle between BX and BZ = arctan (BX/BZ)

(4) diffusion vector angle between BY and BZ = arctan (BY/BZ)

Vector length images (figure 12) and arctan images such as the arctan (BY/BZ)

image shown in figure 13 were generated in this fashion. Where vector analysis is used

with diffusion weighting to evaluate eNS lesions, the vector length images will be more

sensitive to water diffusion changes where all three orthogonal images change in the same

way. while the vector angle images should be sensitive to changes in anisotropy between

two orthogonal directions. In these images, a lesion caused by experimental allergic

encephalomyelitis induced by myelin basic protein is demonstrated by its departure from

the diffusional anisotropy and hence vector length decreases (fig. 12) and image intensity

changes accentuated in particular vector angle images (fig. 13).

The use of vector analysis algorithms of this sort, or involving the treatment or

coordinate transformation of MR diffusional anisotropy data with tensors of various rank

can improve the generality and tlexibility of neurographic imaging. The example described

above demonstrates that by the application of tensor and/or vector analysis methods such as

algorithms similar to those developed for the evaluation of e.g, magnetic, thermal, or

structural anisotropy data, it is possible to greatly improve the flexibility and generality of

image techniques for neurological diagnosis.

Such techniques can also be used to follow continuous serial changes in the

direction of maximum anisotropy of a nerve or nerugal tract as it travels along its natural

course. Alternatively, such data can be managed by collecting data of the direction of
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1 maximum anisotropy for any given voxel and then applying voxel connection routines to

follow the course of the nerve or neural tract of interest.

It is further worth noting that the creation of neural tract eNS neurograms can he

used as a means of guiding stereotactic surgery in the brain, Currently, such techniques arc

guided hy reference to 'structures visible hy virtue of their tissue imaging characteristics

such as T J or T2. Usc of CNS neurogram will allow the introduction of information

concerning connections or relating to specific tracts of interest which may travel in or

among other tracts from which they cannot he differentiated hy means of other imaging

techniques.

In the light of this disclosure, modifications of the described embodiment, as well

as other embodiments, all within the scope of the present invention as defined by the

appended claims, will now be apparent to persons skilled in the art.
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CLAIMS

I. A method of selectively imaging neural tissue of a subject without use of neural

contrast agents, the method comprising subjecting part of the subject anatomy to magnetic

resonance imaging fields, detecting magnetic resonance to produce an electronic signal in

accordance with said resonance and producing an image of neural tissue from said

electronic signal so that in said image, a nerve or root or neural tract of interest can be

visually differentiated from surrounding structures.

2. A method of selectively imaging neural tissue of a subject, the method comprising

subjecting part of the subject anatomy to magnetic resonance imaging fields adapted to

discriminate anisotropy of water diffusion, detecting magnetic resonance to produce an

electronic signal in accordance with said resonance and producing an image of neural

tissue from said electronic signal.

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein magnetic diffusion weighted field

gradients are applied in at least two different directions and the signals from the respective

resultant resonances are subtracted to produce said discrimination of water diffusion

anisotropy.

-to A method according to claim 3, wherein said magnetic field gradients are applied in

mutually substantially orthogonal directions.

5. A method according to any of claims 2-4, wherein a process to eliminate non-

neural signals is applied during magnetic resonance imaging.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein the process comprises suppression of

resonance signals from fat.

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein said suppression is effected by chemical

shi fL suppression.

K A method according to claim 6, wherein said suppression is effected by selective

water stimulation.
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9. A method according to claim 5, wherein the process comprises magnetisation

transfer.

10. A method according to any of claims 2-9, which method utilises proton magnetic

resonance.

I l. A method according to any of claims 2-10, wherein the image is a three

dimensional image.

12. A method of diagnosis or physiological investigation comprising application to a

subject of a method according to any preceding claim.

13. A method of selective imaging, the method comprising observing diffusion

anisotropy by magnetic resonance.

14. An apparatus for imaging neural tissue of a subject, the apparatus comprising

means for subjecting part of the subject anatomy to magnetic resonance fields adapted to

discriminate anisotropy of water diffusion, means for detecting magnetic resonance to

produce an electronic signal in accordance with said resonance and means for producing

an image of neural tissue from said electronic signal.

15. An apparatus according to claim 14, further comprising a coil for application of a

radiofrequency field to said anatomical part and/or for detection of a resonance signal,

wherein said coil is configured and dimensioned to fit closely over said anatomy part.

16. An apparatus according to claim 15, wherein said coil is a solenoid coil or surface

coil and is configured and dimensioned to fit closely over a human limb, shoulder, chest,

pelvic region, head, neck, or back.

17. An apparatus for selectively imaging neural tissue of a subject without use of .

neural contrast agents, the apparatus comprising means for subjecting part of the subject

anatomy to magnetic resonance fields, means for detecting magnetic resonance to produce

an electronic signal in accordance with said resonance and means for producing an image

of neural tissue from said electronic signal so that in said image, a nerve or root or neural

tract of interest can be visually differentiated from surrounding structures.
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IK A magnetic resonance apparatus for selective imaging, the apparatus being adapted

to discriminate diffusion anisotropy.

19. A method of imaging neural tissue, the method being suhstantially as hereinbefore

described with reference to anyone of the accompanying drawings.

20. An apparatus for imaging neural tissue, the apparatus being substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference to anyone of the accompanying drawings.

21. A method or prophylaxis or treatment of a condition in a mammal comprising

subjecting said mammal to magneti~ resonance neurography.

22. A method of prophylaxis or treatment of a condition in a mammal comprising

subjecting said mammal to magnetic resonance neurography without applying a contrast

agent to said mammal.

22. A method of prophylaxis or treatment of a condition in a mammal comprising

subjecting said mammal to magnetic resonance neurography by using the magnetic

resonance to discriminate anisotropy of water diffusion.

23. Use of magnetic resonance neurography for prophylaxis or treatment of a condition

in a mammal.

_ 24. Use of magnetic resonance neurography for prophylaxis or treatment of a condition

in a mammal without applying a contrast agent to said mammal.

25. Use of magnetic resonance neurography for prophylaxis or treatment of a condition

in a mammal by using the magnetic resonance to discriminate anisotropy of water

diffusion.

26. A method of designing or developing pulse sequences for the collection of magnetic

resonance data with selective nerve enhancement whereing diffusion gradients or pairs or

differently oriented diffusions gradients are used to test or futher develop the pulse

sequence.
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n. A method for making a set,of measurements of the peripheral, cranial, or autonomic

nerves in a living human body, wherein the set of measurements comprises a description of

the course of the nerves through three dimensional space, or of the x,y coordinate of any

nerve in any given cross sectional plane through the body.

2K A method according to claim 27 wherein this description of the nerves is collected

together with an external grid or frame or splint containing fiduciary markers so that the

coordinates of the nerves can he defined with regard to the position of the fiduciary markers

whenever the grid or frame or splint is properly positioned with regard to the body section

or limb from which the neurographic data is collected

29. A method according to claims 27 or 28 wherein this description of the nerves is

used to generate an image on a computer screen showing the nerve or nerves in either two

or three dimensions.

.10. A method according to claims 27 - 29 wherein this description of the nerves is used

by a computer in correlation with a robotic arm so that an image can be generated showing

which nerves the robotic arm is near.

3 I. A method according to claims 27 - 30 wherein this description of the nerves is is

used hy the computer to draw or to guide the drawing of the course of a superficial nerve

upon the skin surface whether or not any image is generated on a computer screen.

32. A method according to claims 27 - 31 wherein this description of the nerves is is

used by the computer to guide a robotic arm, or laser, or other three dimensional

positioning device in order to reach or follow a nerve inside the living human or mammal

body,

33. A method according to claim 32 wherein the purpose is to permit the use of the

computer to aid in surgical therapy or diagnosis by providing positional information or

direct guidance to a physician or surgeon.

34. A method according to claim 32 wherein the purpose is to permit the use of the

computer to aid in surgical therapy or diagnosis by operating a surgically effective device

under computer guidance.
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.'.5. A method according to claim :;4 wherein the surgically effective device is a laser, or

ultrasonic, 'or cryogenic, or magnetic. or electric or electronic, or heat generating or

mechanical device useful for surg ical therapy .

.~tl . A method according to claims 27 - 30 wherein this description of the nerves is is

USt:tJ by the computer to aid in the operation of an external lithotripsy device.

,'1. 7. A method according 10 claim J J wherein a long echo time (fE) is used 10 provide

relative nerve enhancement whether or nOIany diffusion weighting is used.

.;K' A method accord ing to claim I or 2 in which only a single diffusion weighted pulse

is used. directed orthogonal to the long axis of the nerve or nerves.

.W, A method according to claim 11 or 38 in which a threshold technique is used to help

remove non-neural signals.

40. A method according to claim II, or 37 - 39 wherein the water of the endoneuria]

l1uid is selectively imaged.

41. A method according to claim 11 or 37 - 40 in which fat suppression is used to

increase the apparent degree of diffusional anisotropy of nerves.

42. A method according 10 claim 1" 1or 37 - 41 for assembling neurographic data into a

three dimensional image.

4-; A method according to claim 42 wherein maximum intensity projection methods are

used to create the three dimensional image.

.:W. A method according to claim 42 or 43 wherein a system of rules or algorithms

based on the normal anatomy of nerves is used to aid a computer in the construction of a

lwo or three dimensional neurogram basedon raw neurographic data.
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ABSTRACT

IMAGES APPARATUS AND METHODS

In an apparatus and method for imaging neural tissue, a part of anatomy of a

subject is subjected to magnetic resonance imaging fields. The fields are adapted to

discriminate water diffusion anisotropy. Resonance signals are processed to produce the

required image.
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